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OBJECTIVE
During functional stereotactic surgery, deviations between the image based calculation of the target and the real position occur. These deviations result from different facts, e.g. limited resolution of imaging, limited accuracy of the ring used, brain shift, chemical shift in MRI etc. To compensate these deviations, the surgeon has to combine different (erroneous) information – imaging, trajectory planning, MER classification – to form an imaginary picture of the electrodes inside the target region and to decide where to place the definite electrode.

METHODS
Different models have been developed and evaluated for both target and electrode representation. The procedure actually used is based on an efficient calculation of intersections between the target model and the electrode model. Resulting from these intersections, sections along each electrode path can be determined that should indicate target signals.

CONCLUSIONS
Determination of the effective position of the electrodes and visualization with respect to the targeted functional area support the surgeon. In addition, a topographical documentation of electrode placement as developed can supply the patient’s postoperative care (e.g. choosing another contact of the electrode).

RESULTS
The procedure was tested with the data of 5 patients with Parkinson’s Disease and STN surgery. It produced stable results while using 4 or more electrodes. Verification of correct geometric positioning of matched data requires postoperative measurement of the electrode’s positions. This will be done with CT images and re-transformed electrode artifacts.
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